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3) Fundamentals + polls Polls clearly add information to 
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How to weight components

4) Prediction markets Incentives to monitor and 
assimilate information correctly

Only as good as available
information

5) Expert forecasters Similar incentives
“Superforecasters”

Finding the good ones



Why aren’t I
50 points 
ahead?
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The fundamentals predict a toss-up.



But everything else predicts a Clinton win.



SO ARE REPUBLICANS DOOMED?



What about the Senate?

A purely “fundamentals” forecast:

Economic growth
Presidential approval in June
Midterm or presidential year
Whether incumbent is running
Presidential vote in state
Outcome of previous Senate race
Candidate political experience
Balance of spending



Fundamentals forecasts were ~accurate in 2014



Senate polls move toward the fundamentals



What about the Senate in 2016?

A purely “fundamentals” forecast:

Economic growth
Presidential approval in June
Midterm or presidential year
Whether incumbent is running
Presidential vote in state
Outcome of previous Senate race
Candidate political experience
Balance of spending

55% chance of 
Democratic 
Senate majority
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Purely fundamentals forecast: 
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What about the  House in 2016?

If Clinton wins by 8 points and has strong coattails:

212 Democratic seats and only a 25% chance of a 
Democratic House majority.
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What about the House in 2016?

Cook Political Report: “Republicans are now well within 
reach of holding their November losses under the 13 seats 
they gained in 2014. In fact, if the 16 Toss Ups were to split 
down the middle on Election Night, Democrats would gain 
10 seats. “

Sabato’s Crystal Ball: “Current outlook: Democratic gain of 
10-15 seats, short of the 30 net seats they need to gain to 
win the House.”



The future of election forecasting: ensembles?


